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“IoT Horizon applied for 

finance to support the growth 

plans of the business. This 

included establishing an office 

base in Lancashire, and 

employing a new member of 

staff in sales. Business 

finance was an invaluable 

resource to us which helped 

us to expand and grow. 

We have transformed into a 

full-service IoT Solutions 

Provider. We are currently in 

the process of launching our 

own IoT Platform (Cranium) 

which will help companies 

reduce their carbon footprint, 

optimise processes, improve 

productivity and generate new 

lines of revenue.”

CHAMBER BUSINESS AWARDS 
CELEBRATING BUSINESSES
ONE STORY AT A TIME

IoT Horizon is a fleet of foot entrepreneurial firm, embracing all that is innovative and 
revolutionary in their current industry 4.0, digital and low carbon design and 
manufacturing evolutionary climate.

The last four years have seen the pace of change within IoT accelerate. Since 
launching in 2017, they now have a nationally-recognised place in the smart sensor 
technology landscape, specialising in digital encryption and wearable technology. The 
business is embedded into multiple groundbreaking sectors, from food technology security to 
low carbon monitoring, managing, and tracking.

Additionally, IoT is collaborating, mentoring, and advising on the innovation of others, 
coaching and consulting on new, low-carbon technology product developments, and 
production and engineering design efficiency.

Product service fields include:

• Wearable technology
• Climate sensor technology
• Tracking technology  for low carbon product installations
• Low carbon innovation design mentoring

• Production and manufacture designefficiency

IoT Horizon is run by Deyrick Allen, who has envisioned the use of smart technology 
sensors in ways recognised as revolutionary by KTN and international partners, whilst 
working to grow a team that is embedded in the local business community. This 
has been achieved by supporting the Chamber, local young people and the county’s 
low carbon innovation ambitions.

IoT Horizon was East Lancashire’s first Kickstart employer and have now created a 
permanent role for their Kickstarter.

Now providing mentoring support as well as supply chain expertise across a wide field 
of local innovations IoT Horizon and their driving force, Deyrick Allen, deserves 
recognition. We know it will only  spur them on to greater heights.
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